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SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT 

The Future of Environment Protection 

Designed and manufactured in the UK, all Pro Earth products are based on ProCleanSorb, either in 

loose form or wrapped in a porous geotextile. A sustainable resource, ProCleanSorb is a true 

absorbent of everything from oils and chemicals to aqueous liquids and heavy metals. The only thing 

it won't absorb is water. It’s the only spill control solution you need to protect the environment. 

Totally Natural & Sustainable 

ProCleanSorb is formulated from Veriflora®* certified Canadian sphagnum peat moss. Using our 

unique proprietary method, the moss is dried, blended, sifted, pH balanced and thermally treated to 

produce the best oil and chemical absorbent available today.   

Environmental concerns about the harvesting and use of peat are largely based on misconceptions 

and practices that no longer exist. In Canada, the peat moss industry, supported by Government, 

collectively maintains, and develops the best management practices.  

• In Canada, peat is accumulating more than 50 times the rate it is being harvested

• Less than 1% of Canadian peat bogs are being harvested

• Careful harvesting techniques are used to encourage restoration and results show they can bring

back ecological functions in a relatively short time

Oil & Chemical Absorbent 

All Pro Earth ProCleanSorb products absorb hydrocarbon and chemical spills from land and water, 

including bio-degradable oil. Please ask us for a complete list of contaminants that are absorbed. 

Absorbs fumes 

ProCleanSorb will absorb about 90% of fumes from flammable significantly reducing the threat of 

combustion during any clear up operation. 

Scientifically proven to be non-leaching 

ProCleanSorb draws oils and chemicals inside its structure; they will never leach out (source Socotec 

Group), even under pressure.  

Hydrophobic 

ProCleanSorb is hydrophobic (will not absorb water) and can be used to prevent and clear up 

pollution on water as well as land.  

For more information on Pro Earth’s environment protection solutions, please contact us. 
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